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Introduction: The sport might be
fantasy, but your Profits are Real
The sport might be fantasy, but the money you are going
to win is REAL! Even still, not many are aware of this, but
there is serious money flowing through the fantasy sports
industry. The game you love doesn’t have to just be a
hobby anymore. With the right tools, anyone can be very
successful and profitable playing fantasy sports.
Our book is designed to jump start your winnings on any
daily fantasy sports site. We will take you by the hand and
show you the most profitable systems and strategies to
help you be a consistent winner.

By definition, fantasy is a fanciful mental image, typically one on
which a person often dwells and which reflects their conscious
or unconscious wishes.
Fantasy sports give individuals, or to be specific, “sports
enthusiasts,” the chance to realize and benefit from these
wishes, giving them the opportunity to compete against other
enthusiasts. Fantasy sports allow them to build and manage a
team comprising of real players from a chosen sports league
like NBA, NFL, MLB, NHL etc.
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The league ranks Fantasy team owners according to their
points tally. The points are determined by how well the chosen
fantasy league team players perform in the real league.
Daily fantasy sports are the newest niche in the fantasy sports
industry, working in a manner similar to traditional fantasy
sports as teams are drafted with real sports players and scoring
is done based on their performances.
However, there are a few differences between traditional
fantasy sports and daily fantasy sports.
To start off, unlike traditional fantasy sports, you’re not stuck
with the same team for the whole season in daily fantasy
sports. Rather, the teams last only for day, or a weekend in the
case of NASCAR or NFL.
Compared to traditional fantasy sports, you’ll find daily fantasy
sports as more number-driven and quicker. Daily fantasy sports
websites look to complement traditional fantasy sports rather
than competing with them.
DraftKings and FanDuel have traditionally been the two
companies vying for a major chunk of market share in this
industry. Other important bookies include Draftday and Drafster.
Draftday entered the industry a few years back as an online
fantasy money league and has had a steady presence ever
since. On Draftday, you can access larger fields for major
sports such as NFL, NBA, MLB, and NHL in addition to the
standard games it offers.
Large field games guarantee you a prize while standard games
mimic the standard salary cap leagues that feature on most
sites.
DraftDay has hired some famous people in the industry as
its brand ambassadors in a bid to attract the daily fantasy
community towards itself.
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The founders of Drafster aspired to give fantasy sports websites
an innovative new look when they launched the company in
2013.
Two years down the road, the company today stands as one
of America and Canada’s most famous and respected sports
platform. Also, the company has received full accreditation from
the Fantasy Sports Trade Association.
Lately, more companies have been looking to enter the fray.
These include media and tech giants such as CBS and Yahoo.
The daily fantasy sports market is still evolving and it could yet
witness a potential sea of change.
In spite of this looming threat, the CEO of Draft Kings looks
relatively calm and unperturbed. This is contributed to the fact
that he sees more players entering the industry as positive
making the games more mainstream.
Whatever the future holds for the industry, the truth of the
matter is that daily fantasy sports is attracting a lot of attention
and it won’t be long before it exceeds the appeal of traditional
fantasy sports.
Since you’re reading this, it is likely that you’re some kind of
sports fan. Whether your sport is NFL, MLB, NHL, NBA or
NASCAR, like your peers, you’ve probably dreamt of owning
your own team.
With daily fantasy sports, you can come as close as possible to
realizing those dreams short of investing hundreds of millions
of dollars. All you need to do is sign up online and you’ll be the
proud owner of a daily fantasy sports team.
Unlike traditional sports, you do not have to stress on making
your players perform. You simply draft the team, the players
perform in their league, that performance is translated to
fantasy points, and, at the end of the day, you win money.
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You can select players for your team from all the teams playing
in the chosen sports league when you draft your team. In sports
like NFL, every week, you need to pick a starting lineup, and if
necessary, you can use trades.
Today, you’ll find a fantasy universe for every major North
American sports league. Fantasy sports allows you to
customize a make-believe team by choosing players from
different real major league teams and when the players you
choose perform well on the real stage, you get points for your
make-believe or fantasy team.
A group of friends who tracked football and baseball stats in the
1980s started the tradition of fantasy sports.
Over the years, participation in such sports soared as it moved
online. 2014 stats show that, in North America alone, more than
40 million people participated in fantasy sports last year.
Being the market leader, FanDuel boasts two-third of the daily
fantasy sports market share and has over a million paying
customers. Today, the Net-worth of FanDuel stands at a
whooping $1 billion.
Next in line is DraftKings with a total venture capital of $76
million. A combination of multiple other companies takes up the
remaining market share.
According to a gaming research company, the daily fantasysports industry in 2015 will earn more from entry fees than the
combined earnings from the same of all Vegas casinos.
The daily fantasy sports market is growing at a rapid pace each
day and there’s absolutely no denying that. According to a
recent research, the market should break the $2 billion barrier
by the year 2020.
Daily fantasy sports give you the opportunity to win big. Every
week, players win big on daily fantasy sports. In fact, the
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experienced players have managed to become millionaires just
by playing it.
While quoting the exact amount may not be possible, statistics
show that the top daily fantasy sports players earn somewhere
between $30,000 and $ 150,000 each week.
The return on investment is huge in daily fantasy sports and
experienced football fantasy players on average end up earning
a million more than what they spend in a season.
For basketball fantasy players, the average earnings are a little
lower but nothing one should be ashamed of. As a basketball
fantasy player you can on average earn between $10,000 and
$ 60,000 each week.
The amount I quoted is just for a single sports site: FanDuel.
You may be able to earn more on other daily fantasy sports site.
In the year 2014, about five or six daily fantasy professionals
won a million dollars as tournament prize winning money.
Today, people see daily fantasy sports not just as a game but
as a career. Daily fantasy sports have the ability to change lives
and many people have realized this fact.
One thing is dead certain—the daily fantasy market is here
to stay and grow. Therefore, it’s in your best interest to equip
yourself well with the sport.
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Chapter 1: Understanding Daily
Fantasy Sports
Fantasy sports have seen a surge in popularity in the past
decade or so, and today, it stands as a major North American
phenomenon. Some major sports league have also benefited
from it, with fantasy sports helping them drive record revenues
and TV ratings.
A subset of the Fantasy Sports Industry, Daily Fantasy sports
(DFS) came into existence in the year 2006. Internet gambling
laws do not apply to Daily Fantasy Sport as it is considered a
game of skill and not luck.
Today, Daily Fantasy sports (DFS) has legal status in 45
American states and partnerships with major professional
Sports Associations has almost eliminated the ‘legal risk’ factor
associated with it.
The Daily Fantasy Sports industry is still growing as only a
small chunk of fantasy players play this sport. However, this
number is growing each day, and the day isn’t far-off when
DFS comes at par or even exceeds traditional fantasy sports in
terms of size and appeal.
While fantasy sports have existed in their current form since
the late 1980s, it’s only in the past few years that they’ve seen
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a surge in the number of players. A major factor for this is the
adoption of high-speed internet in the past decade or so.
Today, in North America alone, more than twenty Daily Fantasy
Sports sites exist. However, with a combined market share of
96%, the major stake lies with FanDuel & DraftKings.
While the other sites may find it difficult to compete with the
two market leaders, the good news for them is that DraftKings
and FanDuel are working tirelessly to spread awareness and
promote the overall adoption of Daily Fantasy sports.
According to market research, roughly 130 million people play
Daily Fantasy sports today. The paradigm has seen a growth of
25% since 2011 and is expected to grow further in the coming
years.
Daily Fantasy Sports work in a different manner than traditional
fantasy sports. While the latter allows you to draft the team for
the season only once, the former allows you do so on daily
basis and also offers same day cash prizes.
Compared to traditional fantasy sports though, daily fantasy
sports are young and small. However, this does not deter the
market leaders: DraftKings and FanDuel from offering more
than a billion dollars in daily-fantasy prizes and spending
excessive amounts on advertising and promotional campaigns.
Even though only a small chunk of fantasy players play the
daily-fantasy sport today, the market is still expected to grow
by 41% each year in terms of revenues and by 2020 the total
industry revenue is likely to reach $15 billion.
As the industry continues to grow, more and more market
players are entering the fray, and it won’t be long when the
daily-fantasy sports industry becomes a highly competitive one.
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Getting started with Daily Fantasy Sports
Creating a Daily-fantasy sports account is a simple and fast
process. You can create an account on any day or hour of the
week. You only need to provide a limited amount of personal
information and it takes only a few minutes to get things started.
In absolutely no time, you’ll have the opportunity to draft teams
on daily basis.
Most Daily fantasy sports websites, especially the market
leaders: DraftKings and FanDuel, offer players an easy to
understand user interface.
You’ll require little effort to enter daily fantasy sports contest and
add money to your account. This is in addition to the fact that
the sport offers free rolls in large quantities.
You can deposit money in a safe and fast way as daily fantasy
sports allows you to use multiple payment options such as
credit cards and PayPal. Residents of most American and
Canadian states can legally participate in Daily fantasy sports
and have legal right to collect any cash awards that they may
win.
Today, Daily fantasy sports players have access to almost all
major professional sports leagues. These include Major league
Baseball (MLB), Professional Basketball (NBA), Professional
football (NFL), Professional Hockey (NHL), NASCAR and
Canadian Football (CFL).
Daily-fantasy sports gives you access to a wide variety of game
choices which is in addition to the exciting selection of sports
that it offers. There are many game formats of daily fantasy
sports including Free and Late Swap, head-to-head, multipliers,
leagues, guaranteed and 50/50.
The paradigm offers people with all sorts of budgets the chance
to play the sport as it has levels that range from free to a few
hundred bucks.
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Eligibility for Playing Daily Fantasy Sports
You need to meet a certain set criteria in order to play Daily
Fantasy Sports. Fulfilling the following conditions makes you
eligible for Daily Fantasy Sports (DFS).
• You must be a legal resident of the United States or
Canada residing in states other than Louisiana, Iowa,
Montana, Washington, Quebec, and Arizona.
• At the time of registration, you need to be at least 18 years
old, and for residents of Nebraska and Alabama, the
minimum age is set at 19.
In addition to the above-mentioned criteria, most daily-fantasy
sports companies do not allow their employees, the family
members of these employees, their members, subsidiaries, and
affiliates, to participate in the contests and claim prizes.
Participants are typically not allowed to cancel or reverse their
entry in a particular league as they consider all entries as final.
You cannot claim a refund for an incorrect, incomplete, or injuryimpacted lineup.

Daily Fantasy Sports Contest Types
Most daily fantasy sports sites offer pretty much the same types
of contests. These include Matchups, head-to-head, leagues,
50/50s, and tournaments. The two big ones in particular,
DraftKings and FanDuel, allow you to enter these major contest
as well as many others.
You have the opportunity to create your own contest at most of
these sites; however, the aforementioned contests are where
you’ll find the major chunk of daily-fantasy players. This is the
reason I’ve discussed only them in this section.
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Tournaments
As they encompass large fields, tournaments provide players
the quickest opportunity to score big. The ‘guaranteed
tournaments’ of daily fantasy sports site are tournaments that
garner the most attention as the prize money they offer can
go over a million. The topmost guaranteed tournament offers
prize money of $5 million and even the smaller guaranteed
tournaments have in them the capacity to change people’s
lives.
Almost anyone can access the daily fantasy sports tournaments
in spite of the fact that these tournaments offer sizeable cash
prizes. The numbers of entries for guaranteed tournaments vary
between a dozen and a few thousands while their buy-ins range
from $2 to over $5000.
The enormity of guaranteed tournament’s prize pool and of its
buy-in often determines the number of entrants.
Most daily fantasy sports tournaments allow multiple entries
for players. This is something most people make use of as
tournaments with sizeable entries are often inconsistent in
nature and offer greater variation.
This offers DFS players the opportunity to try a different mix
of players each time with hopes that at least one combination
will land them the winning-prize. Guaranteed tournaments are
definitely where you should play if you have hopes of winning
big.

Leagues
Daily fantasy sports leagues are non-guaranteed tournaments
where at least three opponents enter with their team of players.
The leagues are pretty straightforward. These contests pay
up 20 to 30% of entry fee as prize money and are available
in leagues of 3, 5, 10, 20, 100, and 250. Buy-ins for these
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events range between $1 and $ 500 and prize money varies
by contest. The league contests allow every individual only a
single entry.

Head to Head
It is quite evident from the name that Head to Heads pit one
individual against another, thus the appeal.
Individuals who use multiple lineups seem to prefer this contest
as it gives them the opportunity to reduce variances easily.
These players often end up playing a significant amount of
head to heads.
You will need to profile your opponent if you choose to join an
existing head-to-head contest. You need to ensure that you
don’t join a contest where you have a significant disadvantage.
You can ensure this by keeping an eye on the most common
opponents.
The spectrum for head-to-head buy-ins runs from $1 to more
than ten thousand dollars. The amount of league contests
created by a particular individual are denoted by a number that
follows an “x” alongside the contestant’s name.

50/50s
50/50 contests are contests that allow half of the players that
enter them the chance to double their money. However, the
remaining half is left empty-handed.
Let’s consider an example of this. Suppose you enter a 50/50
contest that has 200 players and the entry fee is $50.Now the
players that finish in the top 100 will receive a payout of $ 100
whereas the player in the bottom 100 will ‘go home’ empty
handed.
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Buy-ins for 50/50 contests range between $ 1 and over $5,000
and the available entries are 4, 6, 10, 20, 50, and 100.

Multipliers
Multipliers often look like a part of 50/50s. Apart from the pay
structure, Multipliers are strikingly similar to 50/50s.Unlike
50/50s, Multipliers offer a certain percentage of players a set
amount based on their initial buy-in. The Prize money is two,
three, or five times the amount of the initial buy-in.
The numbers of multipliers entries are between 4 and
thousands whereas the buy-in varies from $1 to over $1000.
The prize-money of Multiplier events often goes up to
‘guaranteed’ thousands of dollars as these contests usually
witness a sizable number of entries.
All daily-fantasy sports contests have their own set of valid
reason that forces you to join them. If you’re looking for contests
that pay “big” and have high variances then tournaments would
suit you fine.
On the other hand, you can try head to heads or other similar
contests if you want to reduce variances and increase your
chances of winning.
No matter which contest you choose, you can guarantee
yourself a truly enjoyable experience. You can only find your
niche once you’ve tried them all so experimenting in daily
fantasy sports is something I highly recommend.
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Chapter 2: Daily Fantasy Sports
is the Most Profitable Opportunity
for YOU: Here is why
There was a time when winning bragging rights from their
friends was all that fans of major sports leagues expected to get
out of their favorite sport. Today, that is no longer the case and
fans expect much more than mere bragging rights.
Professional sports league fans no longer need to wait an entire
season to win bragging rights or cash prizes. Daily fantasy
sports give them the opportunity to benefit from following their
favorite sport every day.
The appeal of the daily fantasy sports is massive. It is this
appeal that has managed to attract a number of big media
companies towards the sport. While DraftKings and FanDuel
are the major benefiters of this, other companies that have
entered the fray are also doing really well.
According to Fantasy sports trade association (FSTA), the
number of number of daily fantasy sports participants is
expected to reach 57 million by the end of 2016. The sport
has grown massively in the past few years and continues to
grow.
Males make up about 66% of all fantasy sports players
while the percentage-count for females is 34. However, the
percentage of female players is expected to rise in the next few
years, and it won’t be long before the number of female fantasy
sport players equals the number of male fantasy sport players.
Note that this trend is only evident in season-long leagues as
males still dominate the daily games both in terms of stature
and quantity.
One thing is dead certain — Daily fantasy sports are hugely
popular and their popularity is only growing. There are many
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reasons for this ever-increasing popularity and the following text
highlights some of them.

Bragging Rights
The first and foremost reason of Daily Fantasy sport’s popularity
is the bragging rights it gives players each day. The primary
benefit sports enthusiasts seek from playing or following any
sport is the bragging rights that come from winning. Daily
Fantasy sports give them just that.
Nothing gives individuals more pleasure than beating family and
friends they meet each day in a game and then bragging about
it.
Daily Fantasy sports provide sports enthusiast a platform to
showcase their knowledge of their favorite sports and prove to
other sports enthusiast that they’re more knowledgeable than
them.

Daily fantasy sports is legal
There are only a few states in the United States and Canada
that don’t give legal status to Daily Fantasy Sports. In most U.S
and Canadian states, you can freely play Daily Fantasy Sports.
You don’t have to use a ‘fake I.D’ or ‘name’ to play this game
or deposit money for it. The money you deposit goes exactly
where you intend it to go and is utilized for the exact purpose
you want to use it for. You can assure yourself that your money
is secure with daily fantasy sports site.

You can easily withdraw money
If the legal presence of Daily Fantasy sports wasn’t enough to
charm you, this certainly would.
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Take into account the time when you had to wait months to
receive checks as well the factor that most of them would
bounce when you finally did receive them.
Unlike many traditional online sports, Daily fantasy sports
allow you to deposit money using your PayPal account and
you can use the same to withdraw your money and winnings.
Withdrawals usually take between 3 to 5 days and if you’re
lucky you might be able to complete the process within in day.

Availability of every Major sports league
Fantasy sports initially came to the fore with only two sports
which were football and baseball. This did not help fantasy
sports as it deterred fans of sports other than football and
baseball from playing it.
However, with the passage of time fantasy league owners
started to realize this and soon included other sports in the
fantasy leagues. Today, Daily fantasy sports sites features
all professional sports league including Major league
Baseball (MLB), Professional Basketball (NBA), Professional
football (NFL), Professional Hockey (NHL), and NASCAR.
This initiative has helped Daily fantasy sports greatly as the
industry has grown massively ever since it included all these
sports in its fantasy leagues.

You can win Big money
There are many reasons for daily fantasy sport’s popularity
and why it’s slowly becoming the number choice of online
gamers.
However, the biggest reason it’s garnering so much attention
from online gamers as well as non-online gamers is the charm
of winning “big.”
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Whether you’re a professional or a novice, you have a real
chance of winning – and not just winning – but winning “big”
money. In fact, some daily fantasy players depend entirely on
the daily fantasy contests to make a living and run their lives.
Quoting an exact amount is difficult but the best daily fantasy
sports players on average earn between $20,000 and $100,000
each week.
However, it is important for you to understand the nuts and
bolts of daily fantasy sports before you start earning substantial
amounts from it.
Commitment and thorough preparation can help you win big at
daily fantasy sports. Who knows; you may end up becoming
one of the million dollar winners.

It does not consume too much time
People who play the traditional fantasy sports league often
complain of having relationship and family problems. A major
reason for this is the amount of time that traditional fantasy
sports leagues consume, leaving people with little time for
family and friends. Fortunately, this is not the case with daily
fantasy sports.
Daily fantasy sports require minimal time commitment from you.
To start things, you can simultaneously draft and pick a line in
daily fantasy sport. This ensures that drafting and picking a lineup isn’t a time consuming process, saving you loads of time to
do other things.
On the other hand, drafting and picking a team in traditional
fantasy sports can take hours upon hours to complete.
Daily fantasy sports eliminate the need for waivers and trade
offers as well as the headache of choosing a player to bench.
All you need to do is select a team and then pay the money.
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The ability to enjoy “real” games more
Most people take a keen interest in things when there’s
something at stake. The chances of daily fantasy sports players
winning or losing money depend on how their selected players
perform on the real stage. This is why they avidly follow the
sports leagues and games.
It doesn’t matter if they have a few bucks or a million dollars at
stake, daily fantasy sports players watch even the most boring
games as they have something to lose or win.
Watching the tournaments and league unfold becomes a rather
interesting exercise for these players as they have money at
stake.
It is needless to say that “real” sports have their own charm.
However, daily fantasy sports significantly adds to this charm
and makes them interesting even to individuals that aren’t avid
“sports” fans.
The overall allure of viewing games enhances as a result of
participation in daily fantasy sports. However, the best thing
about daily fantasy sport is that you don’t have to “commit” to a
particular sport for winning big at DFS.
The internet labels Daily fantasy sports as the next big thing.
The past few years have seen a rise in Daily fantasy sports
popularity.
There are many reasons for this popularity with the chance of
winning money obviously being the top-most of them. No matter
what the reason for its popularity, daily fantasy is growing each
day and will continue to grow for many years to come.
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Chapter 3: The Key Aspects of
Participating in Daily Fantasy
sports for Profitability
There are many ways of participating in fantasy sports.
However, there are two major types of fantasy sports contests
that you can participate in.
The first major types of contests are the long-term contests.
In them, you’ll need to draft a team for an entire season. You
chances of winning money in these contests depend on how
well your selected players perform during the course of the
entire season.
These types of contests are often time-consuming and the
chances of winning in them are minimal. On the other hand, the
other major type of contest i.e. Daily fantasy sports run for a
shorter period and offers a better chance of winning.
Daily fantasy sports contests are definitely something you
should consider. Daily fantasy sports contest come with plenty
of different sporting activities and offer a chance to win money
each day.
In order to help you better discover the DFS sport, I will guide
you through all of its main aspects.

The entry fee
There are two ways in which you can enter daily fantasy sports
contests. One of these ways is without any entrance free while
the other involves a buy-in which is the amount you need to pay
if you wish to enter a contest.
It should be obvious to you that you won’t have to pay anything
to enter the free contests. However, you need to remember that
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the contests that require you to pay an amount to enter have
varying entrance fees.
The minimum amount you’ll have to pay to enter these contests
is $1 while the maximum entrance fees can go over and above
$ 100.Usually, the winning amounts determine the entrance
fees of these contests.

Practicing Daily fantasy sports
Unless and until you take part in the free to enter contests, you
won’t be able to practice daily fantasy sports for free. The free
to enter contests often feature on daily fantasy sports sites.
If you want to find out about the free to enter contests, it is
important that you keep checking the various DFS sites from
time to time.

Claiming Bonuses
Make use of the different bonuses on offer if you wish to get
the maximum value out of playing daily fantasy sports contests.
The different DFS sites offer bonuses to first time player as well
as to existing players.
However, before you think about claiming these bonuses, do
check the terms and conditions that come with them if you wish
to get the maximum value from participating in these contests.

Changing teams
As they run for short periods, daily fantasy sports usually do not
allow players to change the team members they have selected.
This is something you need to remember before you sign up for
a DFS contest.
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If you’re keen on having the ability to change players then
check beforehand if a particular DFS contest allows you to do
that. If the DFS contest that you come across doesn’t offer that
then simply pick the best possible team and hope for the best.

Increasing chances of winning
Selecting the best possible team and hoping that the chosen
players perform is your best bet of winning at daily fantasy
sports.
However, there is way by which you can increase your chances
of winning at DFS. Most daily fantasy sports contest allow you
to enter more than one team in a contest. Therefore, you can
increase your chances of winning at DFS by doing just that.
Before entering two teams in a single contest, make sure that
the DFS sites permits you to do that as some daily fantasy
sports sites do not allow players to enter more than one team in
a contest.

Assembling teams
Select players that are less prone to injuries and during the
time of selection are performing at their optimal levels. By doing
so, you will assemble a team that increases your likelihood of
winning.
Check the statistics of each and every available player and also
consider their current form before you start choosing players for
your team. It is best that you choose players that consistently
perform well rather than selecting players that have spurts of
greatness in them.
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Withdrawing from a contest
Daily fantasy sports contest do not allow you to withdraw
from them as they run for a short period. This is the reason
it becomes increasingly important for you to choose a set of
players that you believe will do well for your chances of winning.
Traditional fantasy sports run for an entire season. That is the
reason they allow you to change players or withdraw during the
course of the season. However, DFs usually run for only a day
and thus do not allow players to change players or withdraw
from contests.

Customizing your own Daily fantasy sports contests
Many daily fantasy sports sites allow players to customize their
own daily fantasy sports contests known as private fantasy
sports contests. If you want to set up your own DFS contest,
find out the DFS sites that allow you to do that.
The DFS sites that allow players to set up their own daily
fantasy sports contests also provide them with the ability to
customize these contests to their liking.
Players can design the structure of these fantasy sports
contests themselves and can invite whomever they like to the
contest. This gives you the ability to compete against family and
friends while having prize for winning against them.

Entering and playing games using different platforms
You can enter and play daily fantasy sports using two different
platforms. One of them is your home computer/laptop while the
other is any mobile device. The option you opt is completely up
to you as there isn’t any difference in the performance of two
platforms.
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The best thing about accessing daily fantasy sports site via
mobile platform is having the ability to enter and play the DFS
contest from every nook and corner of the world.

Contest standings
The leader board in all of the daily fantasy sports contests
highlights the position of a particular participant. If you want to
know your position in the fantasy contest you entered, you can
instantly find out about it by viewing the leader board.
The amount of points a particular team scores will determine
the standing of that team on the leader board. The more point
you accumulate, the higher will your standing. In order to win
money, you’ll need to be at the top of the ladder or at least
somewhere near the top.

Number of DFS contests
To find out about the DFS contest, there are many daily fantasy
sports sites that you can scroll through.
You’ll find a range of daily fantasy sports contests on some
of these sites. You’ll find one contest structured in a manner
different from the others. You can choose a contest that best
suits your needs and one you find easy to access.
There are some contests that you’ll find on all DFS sites.
However, you’ll also find some contests that are unique to a
particular site.

Cost of DFS contests
The type of DFS contest you enter and the DFS sites holding
the contests determine the actual costs involved in entering and
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playing them. This is probably the best thing about daily fantasy
sports contests.
You won’t know the actual cost involved until you enter the DFS
contests. Often, contest with larger cash prize pools have a
higher entrance fee whereas the free to enter contests offer a
minimum winning cash prize.

Winning big at DFS
The number of players playing a daily fantasy sports contest
determines the prize pool of that contest. Therefore, it would be
sensible of you to enter contests that have the most number of
entrants if you wish you win big.
The weekend contests are the best types of DFS contests
as they experience the most number of entrants. Take part
in a contest that begins on the weekend if you want to win a
substantial amount of money from the DFS contest.

Loyalty Points
Whether or not, you get loyal points for entering into a DFS
contest and playing it depends entirely on the site where the
DFS contest is available. Therefore, review the site beforehand
to find out if it offers loyalty points to members or not.

Major Depositing options
In order to allow more and more people to play daily fantasy
sports, DFS sites offers a number of deposit options. One of the
major depositing options is PayPal.
PayPal allows individuals to deposit funds into their accounts
instantly to enter and play DFS contests. However, not
everyone is allowed to deposit using a PayPal account.
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Therefore, you need to ensure that you have permission to
deposit using a PayPal account before you do just that for daily
fantasy sports.
Your country of residence often determines your use of PayPal
account. So, make sure that you’re in a country where PayPal
allows you to use all its features before depositing money with
DFS sites.
Another major deposit option is your debit card. This is probably
the best way for you to deposit money with DFS sites. Your
account will be deposited with funds as soon as you use your
debit card for it and you won’t have to pay any additional
charges for this service.
Also, you winning will go straight to the account associated with
your debit card ensuring faster payouts that come without any
additional charges of fees.
The last major depositing option that I’m going to discuss is
credit card. Credit card allows you to deposit with “borrowed”
money. However, you’ll have to incur some additional charges
and fees when you use credit cards as a depositing option.
Apart from the additional charges that you’ll have to pay for
using the credit card, you’ll also have to incur the interest that
the credit card company charges you for using their services.
Also, you cannot withdraw your money out of DFS site accounts
using “any” credit card.DFS sites allow you to use only a few
selected Credit cards for withdrawing purposes. Therefore, you
need to make that the credit card you are using falls into that
category.
DFS offers a number of benefits to its players. In DFS, you
don’t need to commit to game or a team for longer periods of
time and in spite of that you can still win large sums of money.
Also, DFS offers varying draft types so you’re bound to find one
that suits your need.
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Just like in any other sport, certain things act as the difference
between winning and losing in DFS. It is definitely a game of
skill and you need to devise a winning strategy to stay ahead of
the pack.
Apart your skill levels, they’re other aspects of daily fantasy
sports that help you to become a professional DFS player.
Understanding all of its main aspects will help you approach the
game in the “rightful” manner.

The main features of the Major DFS sites
There are many sites offering Daily Fantasy sports contests
today. However, there are few sites that boast a major “chunk”
of the marker share. These sites include FanDuel, DraftKings,
and DraftDay.
It is important for you to understand the main features of these
sites as well as how they work if you want to truly become a
daily fantasy sports professional.

FanDuel
FanDuel is the biggest DFS site around. Ever since daily
fantasy sports started, the name of FanDuel has been existent.
FanDuel has managed to maintain its position over the years as
the DFS market leader.
FanDuel offers all major sports league including NBA, NHL,
MLB, and NFL .Apart from this the site also offers college
basketball and football. You can use either PayPal or your credit
card to deposit funds with this site.
You’ll find salary-cap contests on FanDuel. FanDuel allows
you to choose between one and three players for each position
regardless of the game you’re playing.
The pitcher in MLB and the Goalie in NHL are the only positions
on NHL that have a higher permissible ratio than that. On
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the other hand, defenses and kickers in NHL have a lower
permissible ratio than that.
Usually Goalies and Pitcher cost more than other players so
that is another aspect you may want to consider. You cannot
change you team on FanDuel once the first game of the contest
takes place.
If players you choose for your team get injured just before
game, you cannot change them as a result of roster lock on
FanDuel. So once you choose a player for your team, you
better hope that he performs and does not get injured.
Traditional DFS contests such as Head to Heads, 50/50s and
tournaments are what FanDuel offers to its members. The buyins for these contests range between a dollar and $10,000.
The size of field tournaments on FanDuel is bigger than on any
other DFS site. You will witness more than 50,000 entrants on
most FanDuel tournaments and at times the number exceeds a
hundred thousand on NFL tournaments.
While some of the tournaments on FanDuel are single entry,
most of them allow members to enter more than one team.
The champion’s events on FanDuel have qualifiers but most of
tournaments do not require you to qualify for them.
Available at all price levels, 50/50s on FanDuel are typically
single entry contests, and you can only enter one team in them.
FanDuel makes Head to Heads available at all price levels.
Almost anyone in the lobby can see you and can offer you a
match-up.
FanDuel offers Apple users a mobile application. The
application is easily accessible and good to use. The
Application will show players their live and upcoming games.
This is probably the best thing about it.
The Application will also show the money you spend on
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entrance fees and the money you earned as winnings. The
Application uses lineup to break down each game in a manners
similar to the website version’s upcoming tab.
The Application will also show you where you stand in the
leader board and the amount earned through a particular
contest.
Once you create a line-up for particular contest, FanDuel allows
you to move your team onto other contests with a simple click
of your mouse. Convenience is the best feature that FanDuel
offers.
You should be able to easily find a game that suits your needs
on FanDuel as it offers a wide variety of game to its members.
However, before signing up with them it is important for you to
remember that you cannot change your team once the contest
starts. In spite of this, you can make large sums of money with
FanDuel as they offer bigger tournaments than any other DFS
site.

DraftKings
DraftKings is arguably the most aggressive DFS site in the
industry. DraftKings offers the most diverse game and large
cash prize for its top-most player. DraftKings is the second best
DFS site around for a number of reasons with the number of
different games on offer being one of them.
DraftKings offers all major sports league including NBA, NHL,
MLB, and NFL .Apart from this the site also offers college
basketball and football, MMA, PGA and Soccer. You can use
PayPal, Dwolla or your credit card to deposit funds with this
site.
You’ll find salary-cap contests on DraftKings. The type of sport
determines the way of setting your line-up. DraftKings allows
you to select only one player per each position in NBA whereas
there is no such ruling for PGA and MMA.
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The “Late Swap” is a feature unique to the DraftKings site.
This feature allows you to change players anytime before the
game starts. This means you can change your team in even if
only a few minutes are left for the game to begin. This feature
comes in handy especially when a chosen suffers from an injury
prior to kick-off.
Traditional DFS contests such as Head to Heads, 50/50s
and tournaments are what DraftKings offers to its members.
The buy-ins for these contests range between $0.25 and
$5,300.
The size of field tournaments on DraftKings is one of the
biggest in the industry. You will witness more than 50,000
entrants on most DraftKings tournaments and at times the
number exceeds a hundred thousand on NFL tournaments.
While some of the tournaments on DraftKings are single entry,
most are multi-entry types allowing members to enter more
than one team in the contest. However, you may be required to
qualify for a bigger event on DraftKings.
DraftKings provide you with the opportunity to massively
multiply your invested money as only a few games could win
you cash prizes in excess of $200 on a mere investment of $ 2.
There tournaments on DraftKings are never full as they are so
many of them. However, this does not have an effect on the
prize money as that is fixed.
50/50s and Head to Heads are also available on DraftKings.
Varying price levels of head to heads are available on
DraftKings. You can witness each player with a game in the
lobby on DraftKings.
Apple device users can enjoy an additional feature of
DraftKings. DraftKings offers an application to Apple users.
Users will find this application as easy to use and of the highest
quality.
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There is nothing specific about the navigation of the application
as you can use the app in exactly the same way as the website.
The website and the application have the same features.
You can enter a lineup on DraftKings without having to enter
a game. This is one of the best things about this DFS site.
Before you enter a daily fantasy sports contest of your choice,
DraftKings allows you to create your lineup.
There is a mass edit option under the lineup tab on the
DraftKings website. With this option, you only need to edit your
lineup once and you’ll have a changed lineup for all contests
you’ve entered/will enter. This is arguably the most attractive
feature of the DraftKings website.
If you’re looking for a daily fantasy sports website that offers
you game selection and lineup creation flexibility then there is
no site better than DraftKings. Also, individuals that fear losing
a DFS game as a result of a late injury will find DraftKings as
the perfect DFS site.
Most DFS sites don’t allow amateur daily fantasy players to
enter into the “big” tournaments.
This is where DraftKings leaps ahead of its competitors as
they offer these amateurs the opportunity to qualify for the
“Big” tournaments by running qualifying tournaments for them.
DraftKings is heavy on options making a site worth trying.

DraftDay
DraftDay offers unique salary-cap format features and multiple
game types. Unlike many other DFS sites, DraftKings offers
something unique and a number of options to choose from.
DraftDay offers all major sports league including NBA, NHL,
MLB, and NFL .Apart from this the site also offers college
basketball and football as well as PGA. You can use either
PayPal or your credit card to deposit funds with this site.
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You’ll find a unique salary cap structure on DraftDay. Unlike
other DFS sites, DraftDay does not have varying prices for the
different positions in the game. Prices are all uniform.
When you choose players on DraftDay, you will experience a
lot of line up flexibility. This is possible as DraftDay offers multipositional eligibility meaning you can play a particular player in
a position he normally doesn’t occupy.
However, you cannot make any additional changes on DraftDay
once the contests begin as the site has a “hard” roster lock.
Basically, you need to choose player really carefully and when
you’ve chosen them for your team, you better hope that they
performs and do not get injured.
When it comes to the quantity of DFS games on offer, DraftDay
proudly sits at top of the DFS hierarchy.
Apart from the Traditional DFS contests such as Head to
Heads, 50/50s and tournaments, DraftDay also offers games
such as Pick’ems, Snake Drafts, and Rapid Fire. The buy-ins
for these contests range between $0.25 and $1,060.
Compared to the tournaments on DraftKings and FanDuel, the
tournaments on DraftDay are small in size. However, the size
of these tournaments does not stop players from winning “big”
money.
“Target Score” is a unique feature of DraftDay’s tournaments.
Basically, you need to achieve a set score to win the prize. If
multiple people achieve the “Target score” then the money gets
split among them but you’ll win the entire pot if you’re the only
one that reaches the target.
You’ll also find 50/50s and head to heads on DraftDay. DraftDay
makes Head to Heads available at all price levels. Almost
anyone in the lobby can see you and can offer you a match-up.
Pick’em is similar to the other games on the site. It does not
have a salary cap and you play by picking a player from each
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available tier. People trying to getting familiar with the DraftDay
site or ones having less time on their hands will like this game.
Snake Draft is a popular game among DraftDay members. In
this game, you need to draft a certain amount of players with
some on the bench.
The numbers of users are between two and ten. You cannot
alter your line up once the contests begin and site’s scoring
determines the winner.
Rapid Fire is similar to Pick’em. You get the opportunity to
predict five matchups. Predicting who will score more fantasy
points is what you need to do.
Correctly predicting three out of the five matchups will make
you a winner. You can double your money by winning. You will
be credited with a loss if the matchups end up in a tie.
Also, you can more than double your money by playing Rapid
Fire mix and predicting all five matchups correctly. Later injuries
mean automatic wins so check the lineups beforehand.
The website of DraftDay is easy to navigate. However, the
website will not update your scores automatically so you’ll
need to refresh your screen whenever you want to check your
progress. Also, unlike FanDuel and DraftKings, DraftDay does
not offer an application to its mobile users.
Once you create a line-up for particular contest, DraftDay
allows you to move your team onto other contests with a simple
click of your mouse. You’ll find the DraftDay site as highly
convenient.
DraftDay offers you a number of options even though it isn’t
the biggest DFS site out there. If you’re looking for a unique
DFS experience and low-priced games then DraftDay should
definitely be your choice.
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Chapter 4: Winning at Daily
Fantasy Sports
In the past few years, a segment of the fantasy sports market
has grown massively. That segment is Daily Fantasy sports.
The Daily Fantasy sports contests last just a day and players
pay to enter them.
The games end at the end of the day and winners are
announced. The winners of Daily fantasy sports contest get
cash prizes.
Daily fantasy sports make available a certain amount of money
to players for drafting their teams.
Players can choose players for their team using only that
amount. The DFS site makes available the same pool of players
to all participants and also determines each player’s salary.
There is a lot of money to be won in Daily fantasy sports. In the
year 2015, DraftKings alone gave away $200,000,000 as prize
money to its DFS players.
In spite of still being in its early stages, Daily Fantasy Sports
continues to grow each day and is fast becoming an industry to
reckon with. You can draft as many fantasy teams as you want
in any daily fantasy sports and only need to compete for a day
or a week to win money.
Daily fantasy sports offer a lot of benefits to players including
enjoying salary cap league each day, playing at a most
convenient time, competing against weaker opponents and of
course winning loads of money.
Daily fantasy sports contests do not require any long-term
commitment from you. Also, Daily fantasy sports cater to the
needs of all sports fans. Even if you’re not a sports fan, you’re
sure to enjoy the DFS contests as some of them offer “big”
money.
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In addition to the winning prize money, Daily fantasy sports
sites also offer special deals and offers that you can use to your
advantage. If you get enough points in the free DFS contests,
some DFS sites may even offer you prize money.
Simply playing DFS contests often could get you into a reward
program or something similar in nature.
However, cash bonuses are what you need to look out for. Each
DFS site offers these bonuses in their own unique way.
While some sites offer you cash for points accumulation, others
make available entry vouchers and bonuses based upon your
initial deposited amount. You have the choice to either withdraw
the cash you receive or use it for other contests on the site.
If you wish to get the best possible deal, make sure you reach
the terms and conditions that come with these special deals
and offers.
You can win big at Daily fantasy sports if you keep in mind that
it is a game of skill and that you require definite strategies to
win the DFS contests.
There are many variables of every DFS game. Players need to
focus on certain strategies to win in DFS. Let’s look at some of
the basics surrounding DFS strategies:

Keep an eye on Injuries
The day-to-day daily fantasy sports strategy is hugely
dependent upon the transfers and injuries that take place.
Injuries cause players that are cheaper in price to take the
starter’s place for a brief period of time. As a result of this, the
value of such a player increases.
Transfers also have an effect on the salary-cap as players that
step-in from lower league to play in the major leagues increase
their value by performing at the “big” stage.
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A good DFS strategy is to include these players in your line-up
before they give a performance as it wouldn’t cost you much to
draft them in while they’re still not “starters.”
You can keep an eye on the injuries and transfers that occur by
regularly visiting the daily fantasy sports forums.

Check each DFS site
The total team salary cap and salary of individual players are
something that each DFS site decides for itself. Each DFS site
has roster and position dynamics different from other DFS sites
as it chooses its own rosters and rules.
It is quite likely that a group of players may have the same
value on one DFS site while on another DFS site they are
valued differently.
Never assume total team salary caps and individual’s salary
cap of one site based on another DFS site you may have
visited. Check each site individually to find out about the total
team salary cap and salary of individual players.

Keeping an eye on your opponents
The level of awareness that your opponents have about the
value of a particular player should determine whether or not you
should choose that player for your team. Keeping an eye on
opponents is a major DFS strategy.
The value of a particular player will completely rescind if
your DFS opponents are knowledgeable meaning they have
knowledge of each and every league player’s value. On the
other hand, you will be in for a massive treat if your DFS
opponents aren’t knowledgeable and do not visit the DFS
forums often.
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In large tournaments, a team built around players that a large
percentage of the field has also chosen will almost never win.
Building a team that is unique is just as important as building
one that scores well. “Fading” is a term in the DFS world that
refers to the knowing avoidance of certain, often high-value,
popular players. In a large tournament, you want to fade the
players that everyone else likes even if they are projected to
score well.
The best kind of an opponent is a novice. You can determine if
a particular DFS player is new by checking his/her results. If the
results count is few then he/she is the prey you’re looking for.
Searching for weaker opponents is a popular strategy among
the top DFS players. This allows them to accumulate even
more points and climb further up the ladder. This also allows
them to win some easy money when pit against each other.
Some sites open specific games and tournaments to novices
only. These games are only open to players who are new to
the site- as determined by how many games they have already
played. Playing these games at first is a sure-fire way to avoid
some of the sharks.
The more you know about your opponent in daily fantasy
sports, the better your chances of winning will be. It is quite
similar in nature to online poker. Put in hours each day just to
learn more about your opponents as this strategy or lack of it
could be the difference between you winning and losing at DFS.

Keeping an eye on the weather
You have a lot of allies in DFS and the weather report/channel
is one of them. Often, bad weather causes the postponement of
MLB games.
It would serve you well to avoid outdoor games which are hap
pening in a place that has prediction of storms, hurricanes etc.
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Neglecting the weather conditions is something most
inexperienced daily fantasy sports players do quite a lot. As
a result of this negligence, they end up suffering at DFS.
Therefore, it is important that you keep an eye on weather
conditions before entering into a DFS contest.

Considering the winning money
Paying attention to the financial details is the most important
thing for long-term daily fantasy sports success. Financial
success in DFS is dependent upon two key factors i.e. avoiding
rake and finding overlays. The amount of rake that a site will
take from a Daily Fantasy contest prize pool is something that
the sites themselves decide.
Review all the DFS sites to find out the site offering the best
rake and one charging the most. Keep an eye on each site’s
Prize Pool overlays in addition to their rake.
Without taking the number of contestants into consideration,
a DFS site guarantees the payment of a certain amount to
individuals that sign up. This guaranteed amount is known as
Prize Pool overlay.
There are some DFS sites that offer huge prize pools and
awesome value for money. Additionally, they also offer unlimited
contestant entries and guaranteed prize pools.
You must keep your eyes open at all time and search the
internet to find out about the DFS sites with massive overlays
and large prize pools.
The point of this section is that you cannot be successful in
daily fantasy sports unless and until you carry our proper
research. You need to visit the DFS sites and forums related to
daily fantasy sports to find out about the rakes, overlays, and
prizes that different DFS sites are offering.
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It is also important for you to research on injuries; transfers,
opponents, and weather as all these factors play a pivotal
role in determining your DFS fate. If you perform the proper
research and play on the basis of that research, you’ll take a
massive step towards DFS success.
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Chapter 5: Tips for Winning
Profits at Daily Fantasy Sports
The daily fantasy contests provide you the opportunity to
change your team each day/week and win prizes without
having to wait too long for it.
This makes them a great alternative to traditional fantasy
league that are a season long and you need to wait almost
a year to win any money. Daily fantasy sports come with the
promise of immediate rewards and every day contests.
There are few things that daily fantasy sports player need to
consider. One of these considerations is the buy-ins for DFS
tournaments.
The buy-ins range between $1 to over $500.The buy-ins often
determine the prize money of the tournament. Therefore, check
the buy-in of a tournament before entering it to ensure that the
tournament meets your need.
The salary of a particular player will be based on how he
performs during the part of the season he is chosen in addition
to his performances throughout the season. Therefore, keeping
an eye on all players throughout the season is important.
The points you accumulate determine your ranking and the
players at the top claim prizes.
You’ll need to find out how points are allotted in the sport
you chose as every daily fantasy “sport” has its own scoring
system.
Most DFS sites have the same scoring system for a particular
sport. So, review the sport and not a DFS site to find out about
a particular sport’s points scoring system. You will be able to
pick a winning team only if you have sound knowledge of the
points system.
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Apart from the above-mentioned basic tips, there are some
other daily fantasy tips that you can use to your advantage
when playing DFS.

Do not join the leagues early
You will access to the most information when you draft your
team for a DFS contest if you take your time and join the league
late.
By joining the league late, you’ll provide yourself with an
opportunity to avoid picking injury-laden players or players that
are unlikely to start.
You will have more information at your disposal if you join the
daily fantasy league late and in DFS more information means
more chances of success. Joining the league late is a sensible
decision you can take so make sure you consider doing just
that.

Picking Players that are undervalued
You can manage a steal on daily fantasy sports when drafting
your team if you know what to look for. The reason for this is
that most daily fantasy sports do not update salaries of player
as frequently as they should do.
You need to choose players that have a ‘low’ salary but have
the ability to perform at the highest level and are being given a
chance by their teams to prove themselves.
Players on hot streaks, back up goalies and players likely to
take the place of injured players are some of these undervalued
players.
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Keeping an eye on late-breaking news
A factor that contributes significantly towards meaningful
changes in player value is late-breaking news.
An example of this contributing factor would be a backup
running back with a low salary that gets a starting spot as a
result of injury to the regular starter. The simple reason for this
is that daily fantasy sports sites set salaries for each contest
before any ‘late’ breaking news comes out.
In order to keep themselves abreast of all the happenings i.e.
weather, game plan and injuries, the best daily fantasy sports
players make use of fantasy sports websites, sports forums,
twitter and other sources of information.

Creating player scores models
Player scores models are what the most successful daily
fantasy sports players make use of. The DFS players use this
model to compare players with their appointed ‘salaries’ to
identify players that offer the best value.

Analyzing matchups
In order to identify expected deviations from the norm,
analyzing matchups is required. DFS players can significantly
boost expected production by determining whether a player will
guard a particularly poor defender or if a game will be a high
scoring one.
Sometimes secondary impacts can have just as much
influence, such as a middle-tier NFL wide receiver that suddenly
gets a lot of targets because the team’s star wide receiver is
facing a shutdown corner.
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Keeping an eye on betting lines
The sports betting lines is a good place to start when trying to
predict fantasy players’ performance or an individual game play
out.
You can pick a winning Daily fantasy team by making use of this
information and applying it for drafting your team. The reason
this information is valuable is because odds makers generally
know what they are talking about.
Check the over/under for games to see which ones are
expected to be high scoring and plug some of those players
into your lineup.
In order to help you see teams expected to score the most
point in the week, most bookies will offer team over and unders.
A good place to start may be looking at that team’s starting
quarterback.

Knowing a specific DFS site’s scoring system
The scoring systems on all daily fantasy sports sites are
somewhat different to one another even though they look quite
similar.
If you see to make the best use of your fantasy football know
ledge to pick a winning team then it’s crucial for you to know the
scoring system for the specific DFS site you’re playing at.
An example of difference in scoring system would be a
reception which is worth 1 point at DraftDay and Draftkings
while Draftstreet and FanDuel both give 0.5 point for it.
Similarly, a passing touchdown is worth 6 points at DraftDay
while Draftstreet and FanDuel value it at 4 points.
Furthermore, Draftkings offers bonuses to players who achieve
performance milestones. The site gives a 3-point bonus to any
player who passes for more than 300 yards, rushes, or receives
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for more than 100 yards. Predicting these bonuses is difficult,
but should still be a factor when choosing your players.
It is important for you to know a specific site’s scoring system
and also the differences in scoring between the top daily
fantasy sites if you desire to win big at daily fantasy sports.

Play Head-to-Heads and 50/50s Leagues with low buy-ins
The availability of multiple league types at several buy-in levels
is one aspect of daily fantasy sports that makes it an attractive
proposition. You can enter DFS contests by paying as high as a
thousand dollars and as low as $ 0.25.
Daily fantasy players can play in leagues where thousands of
people are vying for the big prize as well as in contests where
they just need to beat a single opponent or finish in the top 50%
to win some money.
Daily Fantasy sports are quite similar to poker when it comes
to the quality of a contest as the prize money of a particular
contest determines the quality of its players. This is the reason
sticking with the lower buy-in contest is advisable when starting
out with DFS.
The players at these levels are much worse than those at
higher limits and the more leagues you enter, the more chances
you have to win against a different set of opponents.
Buying into a $50 DFS contest makes little sense when you
can buy five $ 10 leagues or twenty $ 5 leagues by spending
the same amount of money. You will avoid stiffer competition
and reduce your risk by spreading your bankroll across multiple
lower buy-in leagues.
The Head-to-Heads and 50/50s leagues are the lifeblood of
daily fantasy experienced players even though their prize pools
are not as massive as some of the larger tournaments.
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You can rake in profits without actually winning a major
tournament by participating in the Head-to-Heads and 50/50s
leagues. For these leagues, players should be focusing on
maximizing their floor of points while forgoing some upside.
They might not look as flashy as some of the bigger
tournaments but you will win half the battle when it comes to
becoming a winner at DFS by profiting in these contests.

Varying lineups for the different contests
Varying your lineup throughout your leagues is a sensible thing
to do when entering multiple contests in the same week. By
doing so, you will be able to utilize the players you’re most
confident with while reducing the amount of variance you will
have during the week.
You can reduce your chances of going over-budget by tweaking
your lineup for the different contests you enter during the week.
Variance plays a major role in daily fantasy sports success.
The best kind of daily fantasy players are ones that wins over
the long run even though some players may have a ridiculously
good week in which they win every contest that they enter.
However, such players also have higher chances of losing
every contest that they enter. Therefore, it in the best interest of
daily fantasy sports players to vary their team during a week as
it will help them to avoid losing everything in that week.
At Z-Code we have developed a strategy to achieve this sort of
consistent success which we will discuss in the next section of
this book.

Maximizing your Bonuses
On initial sign up, every DFS site will offer a deposit bonus.
Additionally, reload bonuses may be offered at certain times of
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the year. Taking advantage of these promotions is absolutely
critical. You need to think of them as free money you’re getting.
The rake is a major enemy major of every DFS player in
addition to the players or managers he/she is up against.DFS
players lose $10 for every $100 they spend for playing as most
contests are raked at about 10%.
The amount of rake may easily exceed a thousand dollars if
you play daily fantasy sports a lot. Tens of thousands a year in
rake are what experienced daily fantasy players have spent up
to date.
This is why taking advantage of reload bonuses and deposit
is ever so important. The significant amount of money daily
fantasy players lose to rake fess is what these bonuses will help
to offset.
Deposit the amount required to get the maximum bonus if
possible. An example of this would be depositing $500 if a DFS
site is offering a 100% deposit bonus up to $ 500.

Small Ball Cash Game Strategy
This strategy is perfect for any beginner to the daily fantasy
sports world. In explaining it, I will be discussing football in my
examples but the strategy will work with any sport.
This is a system designed for long-term sustainable profitability
that minimizes risk and favors consistent but small wins over
spontaneous large ones. Granted- “small” is always relative to
your bankroll- those with larger bankrolls could still be pulling
in hundreds to thousands of dollars a week with this system.
Fantasy football is a game of calculated risks. There are always
players everyone rightfully expects to excel on any given week,
yet there are also always players who outperform their value
and those who underperform. When studs have a bad week
and nobodies blow up, this creates variance. The key is to do
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your best to eliminate that variance and build lineups with a
high floor (minimum amount of points scored) and high ceilings
(maximum amount of points scored).

First, avoid the larger tournaments.
While the promise of million dollar payouts is alluring, there is
little more value in playing one of these than blowing $20 on a
scratch-off ticket at your local gas station.
Focus on the cash games. The games you should be playing
are the head-to-head match-ups and 50/50 tournaments.
These games offer you a chance to double your investment
merely by placing in the top 50% of the field. Larger 50/50
tournaments will eliminate some of the variance that may be
experienced in a head to head matchup- i.e. one fluke player
on your opponent’s team scores 50 points and that destroys
your matchup despite the fact that you built a solid lineup.
Similarly, the variance of a heads-to-head matchup can weigh
in your favor if your opponent makes a terrible lineup and yours
is only marginal. Learning how to choose a weak opponent,
as discussed earlier, is crucial to playing heads up match-ups.
However, once you learn to craft solid lineups, you’ll be wanting
to avoid variance at all costs and should be winning 50/50
tournaments most of the time.
Look at the idea of these cash games as flipping a coin. You
only need to be better than half your opponents. However, with
the information in this book, coupled with the Z-Code Fantasy
Predictor at your disposal, you will be flipping a coin weighted in
your favor.

Second, manage your bankroll.
You can do this in many different ways. First, don’t invest your
entire weekly bankroll in one tournament. This goes back
to eliminating variance as much as possible. Play multiple
tournaments- each representing no more than 20% of your
weekly bankroll. Ideally 10% should be the number you’re
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shooting for. Say you have a $100 budget and you play 9
games at $11 a piece. You need to win 5 to come out ahead
and every win above 5 represents a big statistical increase in
profit.

Third, learn how to target players for your lineups.
Each week you need to target three types of players. The first
type are value picks. These are players whose prices are much
lower than their skill-set and/or matchup should reflect.
Calculating value can be done a number of ways. However, the
best way is to look at it in a purely mathematical manner.
On Draftkings, the average total score needed to win a cash
game is 125. With a salary cap of $50,000 and a total of nine
players on your team, you need each player to score roughly
2.5 points for every $1000 of their price tag. Because your
salary cap is $50,000 and you need 125 points, 125/50 = 2.5.
Therefore you need 2.5 points for every $1000 you spend.
On Fanduel, the average score to win a cash game is 111.
Using the same math as before, but with the $60,000 salary cap
and 111 target, you only need about 2 points (closer to 1.8) for
every $1000 your player costs.
With this information, it becomes much easier to find the players
who hold real value. However, knowing how many points a
player needs to score in order for him to be successful on your
team is only half the battle. How can you predict whether he will
actually perform?
First, check with Vegas. Vegas does more than set point
spreads and totals for games. Each week Vegas sets lines for
individual player prop bets that can provide great insight to a
players projected performance. Look and see what the over/
under for stats like total yards or receptions are for a player and
use those numbers as a building block. Vegas is rarely off by
much.
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Second, look online for expert projections for that player. There
are tons of fantasy football sites full of experts, some free
and some not, that provide expected stats for each and every
player. These predictions are not nearly accurate enough to be
considered scientific. However, a consensus of experts coupled
with a favorable projection from Vegas is about as close as
you’ll get to predicting the future.
Finally, create your own stat prediction. Here are the factors
you should always consider when trying to determine a player’s
potential on any given week:
Team’s matchup- does this player’s team have a favorable
matchup? Check Vegas again for this. Look for the over/
under and the point spread to see just how many points vegas
expects this player’s team to score. I.e. this player’s team is -7
with an o/u of 50. This is a favorable team matchup because
not only is it supposed to be a high scoring game, but your
player’s team is expected to score 28 of the 50 total points.
With an expectation of 4 touchdowns to the whole team, if
your player has a big enough role in the offense, all signs
point to at least one going to him. Touchdowns are crucial to
a players success. You can also look at things like average
offensive yards allowed, average rushing, passing, receiving
yards allowed etc for the player in question’s opponent. Teams
rarely deviate too far from their averages so they are a good
foundation for calculating a player’s projected points.
Player’s Role in the Offense – does the player have a large
enough role in the offense to reasonably share a significant
piece of his teams projected production? Here you’re looking
for variables like: if he’s a running back, are there any other
running backs on the team who will receive a significant amount
of carries? if he’s a quarterback, are they a team who passes
the ball a lot? or is he a quarterback with a propensity to run
the ball himself? If the player is a tight end, is he on a team
that typically uses its tight end as a receiver? These are just
some of the questions you need to be asking, but ultimately
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you need to be sure that the player represents a large enough
factor in his team’s offense to to rely on him. For example, the
Patriots have the most productive offense in the NFL right now.
However, Danny Amendola, the Patriots’ WR2 is of insignificant
fantasy value because he is so overshadowed by Edelman,
Lewis, and Gronkowski.
Player’s matchup – does the player, himself, have a strong
matchup? This question looks to the opposing team’s ability
to defend against this specific player’s position. If I’m picking
a wide receiver, I want one playing against a team with poor
history against wide receivers. When you select a player on
Fanduel or Draftkings, it will show you his opponent’s rank.
Opponents ranked with high numbers (20+) are great. They
mean that the team playing against your player is ranked poorly
against his position. Opponents ranked with low numbers (10-)
likewise represent bad matchups.
A player’s matchup can go beyond this simple statistic, though.
For instance, the New York Jets are currently ranked number
24 against wide receivers (on paper a favorable matchup for
WRS). However, they have arguably the best cornerback,
Darelle Revis, in the NFL playing for them. Teams that play
against the New York Jets will often see a huge slump in
production from their number 1 receiver and an equally huge
spike in production from their number 2. This is because Revis,
the hot-shot cornerback for the Jets, is covering and shutting
down their number 1 WR and thus forcing action to the number
2. Playing number 2 wide receivers against teams with one
great cornerback is one of the best ways to find value. Number
2 wide receivers are almost always significantly cheaper than
their counterparts. Predicting games where they excel is a huge
way to score valuable players.
Expected Game Flow – will the pace of the game be in favor
of your player? If a team is expected to win by a large margin,
this will invariably favor running backs over wide receivers
and quarterbacks because, if the team creates a lead early,
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they will run the ball more in an attempt to minimize turnovers
and keep the clock ticking. If the team is expected to lose by a
large margin, this will invariably favor quarterbacks and wide
receivers. Teams that are playing from behind are throwing the
ball more to stop the clock and score quickly.
So, you now understand how many points you want from
your players and how to calculate how many you think they
will score. Finding players who’s projections grossly exceed
their price creates value. However, winning cash games is not
entirely about value. There are two other types of players you
will draft.
The second type is the overpriced stud. This is a player who is
expensive for a reason. He scores a lot of points consistently.
You want at least one or two of these guys on our team
because cash games are about consistency. You don’t have
to score the most points to with a cash game. You just have
to beat 50% of your opponents. That being said, players who
are in the top dollar range are much less likely to score only 1
or 2 points. There’s nothing more devastating to a cash game
lineup than a player who scores 0 points. Because we’re trying
to find consistent productive players that are less risky, when a
player does have a terrible game, you will rarely have the player
who has an equally incredible game to offset him. That is why
players with heavy price tags are important. They provide safety
nets. They are consistent. These players may fail the 2.5x or 2x
value assessment because they are so expensive. However,
they can still be worth an add because of the strong value picks
you’ve already made. For instance, Julio Jones is $9500 this
week on Fanduel. That means we need him to score 19 points
to be worth his value. Granted he is completely capable of
such a game, we can’t rely on a player to be that productive.
However, we may put him in our lineup anyways. We do this
because we can afford to based on our value plays. We pick
cheaper players who should outperform their prices in order
to afford the expensive ones who we know will have at least
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a decent outing but have the potential for a tremendous one.
Building a lineup is about balance. Pick 5 or 6 value players to
afford 3 or 4 heavy-hitters.
The last type of player is the flier. He is the guy who is so cheap
it feels incredibly unlikely that he fails to outperform his price but
you believe is also capable of greatness due to matchup etc.
The one problem with fliers is that they’re cheap for a reason.
Sometimes they score 0. I only advocate using them in cash
games when you have a ton of confidence in your value players
and/or you’ve been able to load up on the expensive studs. A
good example of a flier would be the number 3 wide receiver
on a team. He will likely cost around the positions minimum
price which is roughly $3000. This means you only need to get
6 points out of him for him to reach his value. That is roughly
2-4 catches for 40 yards. This is a totally possible stat-line for
most WR3s to achieve. So, on a game where you’ve loaded
up on pricey studs and have some great value players, it can
be a good idea to grab a guy like this with a matchup that
makes it even more possible he scores a touchdown and really
outperform.

Other Tips:
Double-down on players from the teams you expect to excel.
By this I mean start Carson Palmer AND Larry Fitzgerald or
John Brown on a week where the Cardinals are expected to
score highly. Other experts call this “stacking” and its a great
way to double your value on a team that has a good game.
The theory is that if you correctly selected a QB that will have a
good game, his go-to WR should likewise benefit from his solid
outing and vice versa. Another way to look at it is that if you’re
banking on a team to score a lot of points, take the two players
most likely to contribute and try and capitalize on the team’s
production. However, this strategy can backfire if you choose
incorrectly- instead of one dud you may end up stuck with 2.
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Therefore, to minimize risk don’t choose too many players from
the same team. Furthermore, after a certain point you start
to minimize your team’s potential when you have too many
players from the same team. You never want to be in a position
where players on your team are competing with each other for
points. Then you’re playing against yourself. For this reason I
never recommend taking two WRs from the same team and you
should only use a RB and WR from the same team sparingly.
Using the Vegas lines to narrow your picks is an extremely
helpful tool, and, here at Z-Code, users already have access
to a trusted system that analyzes those lines for you. Using the
Z-Code tools will give you more accurate predictions when you
use Vegas to predict player performance.
Use the Z-Code fantasy predictor in conjunction with your own
research. Here at Z-Code, we not only offer the most accurate
analysis and predictions for Vegas lines, we also have a great
tool for DFS lineups. The proprietary software is patented and is
a huge success. Our program will generate the ideal lineup for
any DFS site based on multiple layers of statistical analysis.
Find the players you like first then run the predictor and see if
you both agree on any guys. Also, when selecting your highpriced studs, using the predictor can be the best tool. Most of
the high-dollar players are expected to have a strong week, but
Z-code’s tool is consistently right in predicting which ones will
have the best week.

Big Tournament Strategy
Large tournaments can be like playing the lottery. A better
analogy for sports-betters is that playing a big tournament is
like making a 9-team parlay full of underdogs except with worse
odds. In order to win big, you have to craft a team that not
only scores a TON of points but is also substantially different
from the rest of the field’s teams. This means you have to
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rely on unknown and undervalued players. It’s basically a
crapshoot and, for that reason, it’s the type of game you should
avoid. Furthermore, these tournaments are full of sharks who
have software designed to create winning lineups and post
thousands of entries to the same game. You will be at a huge
disadvantage the moment you enter into a large tournament.
However, the thrill of potentially turning $20 into a million is too
much for some players to pass up. Therefore, should you insist
on playing these games, here are some tips to help.

Never spend your whole budget.
If you have spent your entire salary cap on a team, the odds
of that team being different enough from the other 20,000
teams you’re competing against that it will win are slim. Teams
that win tournaments are full of players no one has heard of.
Granted, you sometimes won’t be able to avoid putting one or
two big-names in your lineup. It should not, however, be full of
them.

Focus on the match-ups.
This is where predicting huge games from second and third
string wide receivers becomes important. Use the advice in our
small ball strategy to do this and remember that you need a guy
who has the potential to score 30. Deep threat boom-or-bust
wide receivers are perfect for this. In basketball, look for streaky
3 point shooters and players capable of double-doubles and
triple-doubles.

Do the research on your defense.
In NFL tournaments, a defense that scores 20 can be the
difference in placing in a big tournament. Look at the stats
and try to find a defense with a high likelihood of scoring a
touchdown. This is where the real points for a defense comes.
It’s almost impossible to predict, but factors to look at are:
rookie or backup quarterbacks, rainy or snowy weather, stud
punt/kickoff returners, fumble prone-quarterbacks.
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Because you need to be able to predict multiple under-theradar players to have huge outings in order to win, your
chances are slim. So, don’t be surprised if you don’t become a
millionaire after your first tournament. It’s much harder than the
commercials make it seem. However, when you succeed, you
win BIG. Good luck.
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How to win with Zcode Daily
Fantasy Predictor
Remember to download Zcode Fantasy Sports predictor at
http://zcodesystem.com/fantasytrial.php to get competitive
advantage and crash your competition. Like we always say the
sport might be fantasy but the money you are going to win is
pretty much REAL!

Here is how it looks. Simply choose the bookmaker, the sport
and click “GENERATE” lineup which will make an optimized
lineup from the pool of available players.
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Copy and paste the winning lineup into your Daily Fantasy
Sports site. Fanduel, DraftKings, Draftday, Drafster... you name
it, we support all of them and keep adding more!
Then join the daily fantasy contests using your optimal lineup,
and crash your competition!
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Let’s get a sneak-peek to look inside the fantasy sports
predictor to see how easy it is to win at daily fantasy sports.
Let’s start with popular bookmaker Fan Duel.
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Fan Duel
First of all you need to go to the lobby and join the daily fantasy
contest by clicking enter.
Once you enter, you will see a set of available players for the
day and you need to choose the winning line up to crash your
competitors. This is something you cannot do easily without a
predicting tool.
Now, switch to your fantasy predictor and choose Fan Duel
and sport of your choice. Follow this by clicking optimal line up.
Once you do that, you will see on your screen that an optimal
lineup is generated.
Now, simply copy a particular player’s name and paste it into
the Fan Duel panel — it’s as simple as that. A player is then
added. After this, continue adding players.
The goal here is not to add the strongest player (every losing
player does that mistake) rather you need to add players with
“value.” Those players that are undervalued usually bring real
winners.
Once you’ve added all the players, simply wait for the next
day to get the result. Remember, you can join several contests
and several sports in just one day to increase your chances of
winning.
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DraftKings
Zcode Daily fantasy sports predictor works really well with the
popular Draftkings. Let’s look at an example of this. Enter 50/50
NFL contests by clicking enter. Once you’re in, put your dream
team line up.
Start by clicking all and then switch to Zcode daily fantasy
predictor. Scroll down to choose DraftKings and then click
generate optimal line up. Now, simply copy a particular player’s
name and paste it into the DraftKings panel.
The whole process is a no brainer. Copy the players from the
optimal line up until you’re done. Once you’re done doing that
click submit and you’re good to go.
Check out daily fantasy forum inside Zcode VIP club and Zcode
Podcast to check for more tips and strategies on how you can
maximize results with fantasy predictor. Example of this is the
use of line moments, public information, score predictors, and
other tricks to help you win more.
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Some other important DFS tips
You can use the Zcode fantasy predictor to make profits. It is
better if you work for small slates. Small slate options like late
night slates are something many sites offer. The predictor is
able to give you just enough variance in your lineups so you
can come on top for those safe contests even though these
games are smaller.
MLB and NHL are the most profitable games so it is best that
you choose them. Also, before gametime, be mindful of lineups.
Good lineups are often lost as a result of sick, injured, or
benched players.
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Make a lineup through the Zcode Predictor if you don’t have
much time and you want some exposure to some safe plays.
Additionally, you can import that lineup easily and quickly to any
contest.
It is sensible to play no more than 10% of your bankroll per day.
Put 80% of that bankroll into safe contests like 50/50 or head to
heads. Try to use the winnings for your tournaments.

With each passing day, daily fantasy sports continue to grow.
Each day sees more and more players registering for DFS
contests .Therefore, devising a winning strategy is important to
win profits at daily fantasy sports.
The strategy you use for each contest and DFS site will vary
depending on the DFS site you choose and the sport you play.
Knowing the best strategy for winning at a particular DFS sport
or DFS site is imperative for long-term Daily fantasy success.
There are some basic tips for every DFS sports and contests
you enter. In spite of the fact that strategies may differ based on
the sport, these are tips that you must remember at all times.
If you want to win money from daily fantasy sports contests
then remembering the above-mentioned tips is highly important.
Profitability in daily fantasy sports is highly unlikely without
them.
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Conclusion. How to become a
consistent winner?
Daily fantasy sports are a relatively new, yet immensely
lucrative niche in the fantasy sports industry, working in a
manner similar to traditional fantasy sports with teams being
drafted with real sports players and scoring done based on their
performances.
However, there are a few key differences between traditional
fantasy sports and daily fantasy sports. For starters, unlike
traditional fantasy sports, you’re not stuck with the same team
for the whole season in daily fantasy sports. Rather, the teams
last only for day, or a weekend in the case of NASCAR or NFL.
Compared to traditional fantasy sports, you’ll find daily fantasy
sports as more number-driven and quicker. Daily fantasy sports
websites look to complement traditional fantasy sports rather
than competing with them. The paradigm also offers many
different contests, each suiting the needs and preference of
different people thus effectively ensuring there’s a contest for
everyone.
If you’re looking for contests that pay “big” and have high
variances then tournaments would suit you fine. On the other
hand, you can try head to heads or other similar contests if you
want to reduce variances and increase your chances of winning.
No matter which contest you choose, you can guarantee
yourself a truly enjoyable experience. You can only find your
niche once you’ve tried them all so experimenting in daily
fantasy sports is something I highly recommend.
The internet labels daily fantasy sports as the next big thing,
and the past few years have seen a tremendous rise in the
popularity of daily fantasy sports. The reasons for this are of
course many, with the chance of winning money obviously
being foremost.
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Regardless of the reasons, the fact of the matter is that daily
fantasy is growing each day and will continue to do so for many
years to come. Therefore, being part of it while it is still in its
infancy would be a sensible choice.
DFS offers a number of benefits to its players. In DFS, you
don’t need to commit to game or a team for longer periods of
time and in spite of that you can still win large sums of money.
Also, DFS offers varying draft types so you’re bound to find one
that suits your need.
Just like in any other sport, certain things act as the difference
between winning and losing in DFS. It is definitely a game of
skill and you need to devise a winning strategy to stay ahead of
the pack.
Apart from your skill level, there are other aspects of daily
fantasy sports that help you to become a professional DFS
player. Understanding all of its main aspects will help you
approach the game in the “right” manner. Success in DFS
is dependent on a lot of factors. One of those factors is DFS
research. You cannot be successful in daily fantasy sports
unless and until you carry our proper research.
You need to visit the DFS sites and forums related to daily
fantasy sports to find out about the rakes, overlays, and prizes
that different DFS sites are offering. It is also important for you
to research on injuries; transfers, opponents, and weather as all
these factors play a pivotal role in determining your DFS fate. If
you perform the proper research and play on the basis of that
research, you’ll take a massive step towards DFS success.
Today, daily fantasy sport is much more than a game. Many
people see it as a career since it has the ability to change
their lives. The daily fantasy market is here to stay and grow.
Equipping yourself well is in your best interest.
In order to ensure that you’re well equipped, this book focused
on making you understand daily fantasy sports, its many
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aspects, profitability factors, and key strategies. Remembering
all these things will help will you to become winner at daily
fantasy sports. Hopefully by now, you know exactly how to
make serious money on Daily Fantasy Sports!
Remember to download Zcode Fantasy Sports predictor at
http://zcodesystem.com/fantasytrial.php to get competitive
advantage and crash your competition. Like we always say the
sport might be fantasy but the money you are going to win is
REAL!
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